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Are we going to make things in Australia? 

What will manufacturing look like in the future? 





https://vimeo.com/306315303

https://vimeo.com/306315303


Can manufacturing be part of a solution to global warming? 

Can manufacturing produce a more equal society?

Just Sustainability
… a better quality of life for all, now and into the future

… in a just and equitable manner
… whilst living within the limits of supporting ecosystems 

Julian Agyeman, et al., 2003, 5
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What might a ‘diverse economy’ perspective bring to the 
question of manufacturing in Australia?
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Dimensions of just sustainability
Providing quality employment that contributes to wellbeing ü

Providing a quality product that contributes to wellbeing ü

Ensuring that place-based communities have sustainable livelihoods ü

Addressing environmental issues ü

A new culture of manufacturing



Enablers of just sustainability
An ethos of acting with integrity ü

Managing finance and ownership ü

Attention to business viability ü

Enabling a complex ecosystem of interdependence ü

A new culture of manufacturing



Can manufacturing be part of a solution to global warming? 

Can manufacturing produce a more equal society?



Product end of life
After-life

Environmental 
degradation
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shortage Client driven 

production

Issues of concern along the manufacturing supply chain



Product afterlife

Repair and Re-use

Recycle and Re-use

Role of social enterprise in 
providing skilled workers





2017 = 70 Employees

75% experience significant 
barriers in the open labour 
market

90% of mattress materials 
diverted from landfill & 
recovered for reuse

Photo credit: Soft Landing Bellambi - team members





Enablers of just sustainability
An ethos of acting with integrity ü

Managing finance and ownership ü

Attention to business viability ü

Enabling a complex ecosystem of interdependence ü

A new culture of manufacturing



“I could tell you a hundred different decision points where we could 

have gone this way or could have done a dodgy there or could have cut 

a corner there - and we've just said no, this is the path.” 

“I guess it's those key forks in the road where you could go this way or 

that way. Had we done it - maybe made a lot of money and maybe 

made some more jobs, but it would’ve totally undermined our 

credibility”.

Interview: Soft Landing Senior Leadership, 2017



“We position ourselves as Switzerland… You can leave your guns at the 

door. Come and sit nicely and talk . . . social and environmental. . ..  

And then you can go back out there and get in the trenches and tear 

strips off each other.  . . They're saying they like the fact it's not-for-

profit, they don't think a private entity can do this because they're all 

very guarded about commercial [interests] . . .” 

Interview: Soft Landing Senior Leadership, 2017
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“People think okay, now it's circular economy and then they might forget

about low-carbon economy and they might forget about bio-based economy

and they might forget inclusive economy. . . Okay, you can discuss about the

order, whatever, but it's and, and, and - that's the whole point. Only when a

company can contribute to all those elements, [do] I think you have this

licence to exist . . .”

Interview: Head of Sustainable Development, Interface Europe, 2017    



Dimensions of just sustainability
Providing quality employment that contributes to wellbeing ü

Providing a quality product that contributes to wellbeing ü

Ensuring that place-based communities have sustainable livelihoods ü

Addressing environmental issues ü

A new culture of manufacturing

Manufacturing can be part of solutions that address environmental issues 

Manufacturing can contribute to producing a more equal society


